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attached, and from the scarf which covered it, and both these
are cast aside it is laid upon the pile with its face towards
the abodes of the blessed, and it is covered with additional fuel
heaped upon it The fifth and sixth lump offerings, which are
called respectively ' Sadhuk' and ' Fret,' are here set down
The son, or neaiest of km to the deceased, lights a bundle of
dry grass, and passing thiee times round the pile, places the
fire as near as the wind permits him to the head of the corpse
The party of mourners sit down, and await the issue with
lamentation , when the corpse is nearly consumed they pour
clarified butter upon the pile to feed the fire As soon as the
cremation is finished, the ashes of the dead are collected from
the pile and are cast into the river water, or if no stream be at
hand they are deposited in a pit dug for the purpose, and
sprinkled with water He who fired the pile collects seven
small pieces of bone, and enclosing them in mould commits
them to the earth in the place on which the head of the corpse
had rested Over the spot the poor raise a simple mound, and
place thereon a water vessel and a cake of bread, but wealthy
persons erect upon the site of the funeral pile a temple, which
is consecrated to Muha Dev
The ceremonies above described are intended as a figurative
compkamce with each of the four modes of disposing of a corpse
which are prescribed by the Shastras,—casting out into the
jungle (the type of which is the setting down the corpse out-
side the village gate), cremation, plunging into water, and
interment
At the funeral of a wealthy person a cow is frequently
brought to the pile, and its milk sprinkled on the spot where
the body has been consumed, the cow is then given to
a Brahmin The legend of the Sabhermutee accounts for the
name of Doodhesur—a well-known place of cremation on the
banks of that river, near the city of Ahmedabad—by asserting
that when the corpse of the sage Dudeechee was consumed on
the pile at that spot the sovereign and the denizens of Paradise
brought thither Kam Dhenoo, the sacred cow, with whose
milk they consecrated the ground
These ceremonies complied with, the mourners perform
ablutions and wash their clothes, and the heir presents an

